
Hepatitis C 
Overview 

Hepatitis C is a bloodborne virus that causes inflammation (swelling and pain) of the liver. This 
virus is present in the blood of a person living with hepatitis C and can be spread through blood-
to-blood contact.  

Symptoms 

It is very important to know that not everyone with hepatitis C has symptoms. The only way to 
know if you have hepatitis is by talking to your doctor and getting a blood test.  

Many people living with hepatitis C feel well and only have symptoms once the disease has 
progressed and there is serious liver damage.  

If you do not have symptoms this does not mean that the virus isn’t causing damage. 

When first infected, some people may find: 
• their urine becomes dark  
• their eyes and skin turn yellow (this is known as jaundice) 
• they experience a minor flu-like illness.  

These symptoms may disappear within a few weeks, but this does not necessarily mean that the 
infection has been cleared.  

Over time, symptoms that may develop include:  
• tiredness and fatigue  
• flu-like symptoms (chills and fevers) 
• pain in the abdomen where the liver is located 
• not feeling hungry (nausea) and indigestion.  

Around 30% of people who have been infected may clear the virus from their blood naturally, 
with no treatment, within 6 months. These people no longer have the hepatitis C virus and are 
not infectious, but will always have hepatitis C antibodies in their blood. The presence of 
hepatitis C antibodies shows that someone has been exposed to the virus, but does not offer any 
immunity against hepatitis C. People can become reinfected after clearing the virus naturally, or 
after treatment.   

Diagnosis of hepatitis C 

If you are at risk of hepatitis C infection, or think you may have been exposed to hepatitis C in 
the past, see your doctor for an assessment of your liver health. This will include blood tests and 
possibly a non-invasive test for liver damage (called a Fibroscan). 

There are 2 blood tests used to diagnose hepatitis C. Usually these can be done at the same time 
but sometimes they will be done separately.  

The first test  known as a ‘hepatitis C antibody test’ can tell you whether you have ever been 
exposed to hepatitis C.  

It may take 2 to 3 months (or sometimes longer) from the time of infection until a blood test can 
detect antibodies to hepatitis C, so there is a ‘window period’ during which you cannot tell if you 
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are or have been infected. In this time, take precautions to prevent the potential spread of the 
virus. 

The second test is called ‘hepatitis C PCR’, which will be done if the antibody test is positive. 
This determines if the virus is still present in your blood or liver or if you have already cleared 
the infection.  

If you have cleared the virus or had successful treatment to cure it, the PCR test will be negative. 

A liver ultrasound or Fibroscan (a quick and non-invasive test that uses ultrasound to measure 
the ‘stiffness’ of your liver) can also be performed to assess if you have any liver damage. 

If your doctor is inexperienced in diagnosing hepatitis C you can call the LiverLine on 1800 703 
003 for information, and to find a GP who can help you. 

Treatment of hepatitis C 

Hepatitis C is treated with antiviral medications that aim to clear the virus from your body. 

New all-tablet (oral) treatments have greatly improved the outcomes for people with hepatitis C. 
These treatments can cure more than 95% of individuals with chronic hepatitis C. There are 
several new tablets that are used in combination to treat all hepatitis C strains (genotypes). They 
are effective for people with no liver damage and those who have more advanced liver damage 
or cirrhosis. 

These new tablet medications are available and subsidised on the Pharmaceutical Benefits 
Scheme, and can be prescribed by specialists, general practitioners and specialised nurse 
practitioners. 

There are no restrictions on accessing treatment – it is available for all adults with 
a Medicare card. People under 18 are able to access treatment and it is recommended they are 
referred to a pediatrician experienced in the treatment of hepatitis C. 

For more information on the new medications for the treatment of hepatitis C, see our video: 
Hepatitis C Cure – what it means for Victorians. 

If your doctor does not know about the new treatments, you can call the LiverLine on 1800 703 
003 for information, and to find a GP who can help you. 

Talk with your doctor about treatment options and the potential for interactions with other 
medications, herbal preparations and other drugs. If you take prescribed medication this will be 
managed so you can access treatment. 

In general, if you have hepatitis C you will feel better if you:  
• Get treated and cure the virus. 
• Avoid drinking alcohol. 
• Eat a well-balanced, low-fat diet. 
• Do regular exercise (although always rest when tired). 
• Consult your doctor regularly. 
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